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IMPROVEMENT OF ORGANIZATIONAL MEASURES TO ENSURE 

PUBLIC SECURITY AND ORDER DURING THE MASS EVENTS  

BY THE NATIONAL POLICE OF UKRAINE  
 

 Nowadays police authorities and units of the National Police of Ukraine, 

territorial (interregional) bodies of the National Police of Ukraine, state and 
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educational institutions with specific training conditions and which provide police 

training, including patrol police, Department of Preventive Action, Department of 

Organizational and Analytical Support and Rapid Response, Department of 

Information Support and Coordination police 102, Department of 

Communication, etc. are responsible for ensuring public security and order during 

mass events.  However, in our opinion, the effectiveness of police work 

depends, first and foremost, on their organizational construction and the 

relationships between them. Keeping public order and ensuring public security 

are carried out by a number of sectoral units that perform specific tasks. Each of 

them has its own organizational and legal forms of work: administrative and 

jurisdictional one and other, which requires the use of various ways of ensuring 

legality.  

 In particular, the specific nature of organizational measures in the process 

of ensuring public security and order by the National Police of Ukraine is, first 

and foremost, that the National Police, for organizing its work: 1) ensures, within 

the powers provided for by law, the implementation of violation of legality, 

discipline, prevention of corruption measures, control over their implementation 

in the central administrative body of the National Police, territorial bodies; 2) 

implements staff selection for the central administrative body of the National 

Police and for senior positions of territorial (including interregional) bodies, 

forms a staff reserve for the relevant posts; 3) controls the work of the territorial 

bodies of the National Police, etc. In addition, within the powers provided for by 

law, on the basis of and on the implementation of the Constitution and laws of 

Ukraine, acts of the President of Ukraine and resolutions of the Verkhovna Rada 

of Ukraine adopted in accordance with the Constitution and laws of Ukraine, acts 

of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine, orders of the Ministry of Internal Affairs 

issues administrative and organizational decrees, organizes and controls their 

implementation [1].  

 Important organizational measures in the field of public security and order 

are entrusted, for example, to the Department of Organizational and Analytical 

Support and Rapid Response, which provides and performs within its competence 

the functions of the National Police of Ukraine for coordination, analysis, 

planning, control and harmonization of actions of territorial (interregional) 

bodies, structural (separate) police units for the implementation of state policy in 

the field of public security and order, protection and defense of human rights and 

freedoms, interests of society and the state and crime-fighting.  

 The Department organizes: 1) the work of the police dispatch centers of 

authorities and units, the Office of the National Police of Ukraine, organizational 

and methodological support of their work; timely reaction to allegations and 

reports of offences or incidents; 2) the work of the Operational Staff of the 

National Police of Ukraine and its offices for coordination of work and 

management of police forces and means during mass events, national holidays, 

man-made and natural emergencies; 3) conducting of comprehensive inspections, 

performance reviews of authorities and units, the Office of the National Police of 
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Ukraine, as well as providing them with practical assistance; 4) organizes and 

conducts, with the structural units of the National Police of Ukraine, educational 

institutions with specific training conditions and research institutions of the 

Ministry of Internal Affairs analytical, criminological and other scientific 

researches on such topical issues as: ensuring public security and order, protection 

of human rights and freedoms, interests of society and the State, combating 

crime; 5) in cooperation with the structural units of the Office of the National 

Police of Ukraine, participates in the organization, planning and control of police 

work on the response to man-made and natural emergencies, as well as in the 

elimination of their consequences; 6) ensures the police work with the formation 

and implementation of the latest forms and methods; 7) organizes and conducts 

seminars, meetings of employees in accordance with the plans of the National 

Police of Ukraine and instructions of the administration of the National Police of 

Ukraine, as well as listens to reports of their leaders on the work carried out [2].  

 Organizational measures to ensure public security and order during mass 

events are closely linked to administrative and executive measures of the police, 

which consist in the immediate practical provision of public security and order 

during mass events, the application of persuasion and coercion methods, 

preventive, consultative, safety and other legal and administrative procedures for 

combating offenses, etc.  

 At the same time, officers of police authorities and units should also, by 

applying certain measures of influence on the state of public security and order, 

adhere to the law, which is the fundamental principle of their work. However, the 

effectiveness of organizational measures to ensure public security and order 

during mass events cannot be achieved by staff alone. Necessary and appropriate 

technical equipment is needed and, nowadays, an active assistance from the 

population is a priority in the police work.  

 However, the first option is preferred, favoring preventative methods and 

forms of public security and order during mass events. Another issue is the 

financial support for the acquisition of these technical means. In this context, the 

cooperation of the National Police with the European Union Advisory Mission 

should be noted, which, along with other measures, provided 100 video recorders 

and 30 sets of software tablets that were in short supply in the Kyiv Patrol Police 

Response Units, which covered the requirements for electronic equipment of all 

police units patrolling the region.  

 Due to the new equipment, the response units will be able to coordinate 

their actions effectively, monitor the situation during patrols. Police will also 

receive tasks through tablets, and video recorders will make the work of response 

units more transparent. That, in turn, will encourage compliance with human 

rights, help reduce police response time and give control over police work. In 

addition, the European Union Advisory Mission provided police patrol units of 

Lviv and Kharkiv regions with tablets and video recorders [3].  

 In particular, the EU Advisory Mission organized training for Ukrainian 

police officers on the work of negotiating teams during mass events in order to 
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improve the capacity of the National Police of Ukraine, effective management 

and coordination of mass events, as well as the introduction of "dialogue 

policing" as a nationwide concept of work of the National Police of Ukraine.  

 Thus, the police officers of the Department of Preventive Activities of the 

National Police, the General Directorate of the National Police of Kyiv, Kyiv 

region, Kharkiv, Odesa and the patrol service found out more about the de-

escalation of conflict situations during demonstrations, football matches, etc. 

Moreover, the course was held in the format of "training for trainers", which 

allows Ukrainian police officers to share their knowledge with their colleagues 

[3].  

 Therefore, the organizational measures of ensuring of public security and 

order during the mass events by the National Police of Ukraine consist in the 

implementation of the system of management functions by the organs and 

departments of the police, focused on the improving of the organizational 

structure, optimizing of the separation of functions and powers and taking other 

actions to improve the effectiveness of their activities in order to ensure public 

security and public order during mass events in general.  
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